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THE IMPACT OF ALZHEIMER’S IN CANADA

Memory loss is not a normal part
of aging — it is a sign of disease.
Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias are not a normal part of aging.1 Alzheimer’s disease
is by far the most common cause of dementia.2

More than
400,000
Canadians
ages 65 and older were
living with diagnosed
dementia in 2016. 3

By 2031, the number of
people ages 65 and older with
Alzheimer’s disease is expected
to rise to 937,000. This is a
66% increase.4

Each person who works in a long-term care
facility can dramatically shape the daily lives of
persons with dementia. 5

65%

of those diagnosed
over the age of 65
are women.1

A new case of Alzheimer’s is
diagnosed every 65 seconds.7
It has been projected that the
total annual health care costs and
out-of-pocket caregiver costs
for Canadians with dementia will
double from $8.3 billion in 2011 to
$16.6 billion by 2031. 3

Research suggests

that listening to, or singing, songs can provide emotional
and behavioral benefits for people with Alzheimer’s
disease and other types of dementia.6
Music can:
Relieve stress
Reduce anxiety and depression
Reduce agitation

Arjo’s Wellness Nordic Relax Chair is a refreshing approach to wellness for our senior population and may be just the
solution you are looking for. Ask your local sales representative for additional information along with how to book a trial.
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Alzheimer’s disease
accounts for 60% to 80%
of dementia cases.2

All containers are
manufactured
under strict quality
control procedures
in order to promote
safety.
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Wound care

Honouring residents’ wishes when they differ
from clinical best practices

R

esidents’ wishes may not always
align with clinical best practices.
When it comes to providing
long-term care that respects and
honours each individual’s preferences,
however, it’s those wishes that
come first.
“It’s about informed consent,” says
Dr. Karen Campbell, an independent
consultant with Primacare Living
Solutions. “It’s helping residents
understand the risks and benefits of
doing or not accepting a form of
treatment or, if they’re not capable,
making those options clear to their
substitute decision-makers.”
“That’s the direction we need to
take in long-term care, and it’s
what we’d want for ourselves,”
continues Campbell.
Forgoing a form of treatment at
the behest of a resident may seem
counterintuitive to physicians and
nursing staff, even if doing so aligns
with a resident-centred model. This
is perhaps best exemplified when
assisting residents with consistent pain
issues, such as pressure injury.
Easing the pain and discomfort
of a pressure injury may require
medication or specialized medical
equipment, some of which may
limit mobility or produce less-thandesirable side effects. It can be tricky
to balance these considerations when
forming a care plan. In some cases,
there can be instances where little or
no treatment is the preferred option.

A case study

In 2018, Primacare Living Solutions
Inc. was selected by the Registered
Nurses’ Association of Ontario (RNAO)
to become a pre-designate of its
Best Practice Spotlight Organization
(BPSO) program. The long-term
care provider committed itself to
implement one of three best practice
guidelines, including Assessment and
Management of Pressure Injuries for
the Interprofessional Team.
12
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It was an interesting challenge, then,
when an 85-year-old woman was
admitted to one of the organization’s
homes with an extensive history
of pressure ulcers, but ultimately
declined some of the treatment
that would have accelerated the
healing process.
“This resident was admitted into longterm care with significant pressure
ulcers, but she was also an active
lady who liked to be up and about
and doing things,” recalls Campbell.
“Because of that, she didn’t want any
kind of aggressive treatment that
would take away from her preferred
way of life.”
Dr. Campbell is no stranger to the
complexity of dealing with pressure
injuries. She has served on the RNAO’s
pressure ulcer expert panel and
championed best practice initiatives
through her role as President of the
International Skin Tear Advisory Panel.
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Even still, as a veteran of the longterm care community, she is well
attuned to the need for staff
to respect residents’ wishes and
seek alternatives.
In this case, Campbell and the team
attempted to treat a pressure injury
on the resident’s heel with an offloading heel boot. Compression
therapy stockings were also given to
assist with swelling in her legs, and a
special mattress was used to reduce
pressure and shear. While these were
textbook strategies, the resident soon
found the boot to be cumbersome
and the stockings too uncomfortable.
Therefore, she opted to forgo the
boot and wear the stockings
on occasion.
“Without the boots, we weren’t able
to keep the pressure off her heels,
and without the compression therapy,
it was difficult to keep the swelling
down. But the reality is she found

TREATMENT

them uncomfortable and limiting,
and it was more important for her to
be able to live her life the way she
wanted,” says Campbell.
Respecting her wishes, the home
explored nutritional and medicinal
approaches. With the resident’s
permission, Campbell also consulted
with the family to update them on
their treatment progress and convey
the resident’s preferences. Although
the resident’s eldest son understood
the situation, other family members
wondered if there were additional
therapies to consider. To this,
Campbell notes, “The problem with
doing any kind of adjunctive therapy
is that if you don’t treat the underlying
cause, they are not going to work in
the long run.”
The resident would ultimately go on
to manage the pain on her terms,
with whatever support the home
could provide with her permission.
For staff, this meant classifying and
treating her pressure injuries as “nonhealing,” as outlined in the RNAO’s

Best Practice Guideline. And while this
meant the resident would live with
more discomfort than she would have
otherwise, it was a choice she made
for herself.

care teams and ensure staff know they
are doing nothing wrong by forgoing
clinical best practices if that is what
their residents want.
“When situations like this happen, the
staff can feel like they’re to blame,”
notes Campbell. “They feel that since
someone’s wound is getting worse
that they’re not doing their job. Of
course, they need to keep going back
and assessing that wound, but they’re
not doing anything wrong. They’re
respecting that person’s wishes.”

“We could have tried to treat her
pressure injuries more aggressively,
but that’s not what she wanted. She
didn’t know how long she was going
to live, but she did know she wanted
to remain active and social in a way
that traditional treatments would not
have allowed,” says Campbell.
At the end of the day, she adds, “She
got to live her life the way she wanted,
and I think most of us can agree that’s
the most important part.”

Each to their own

A primary mandate for long-term
care is to help individuals live to their
fullest and according to their desires.
In some cases, that can be easier
said than done, especially when staff
instincts and training run up against
resident preferences. Therefore, it’s
important to set expectations among

Certainly, Dr. Campbell’s case study
demonstrates that resident choices
based on values, culture, comfort, and
preference can often be inconsistent
with evidence-based practices and
interprofessional recommendations.
However, it is essential for health care
practitioners to empower and support
residents to make informed decisions,
and respect when a resident may
reject following evidence-based
recommendations to gain a more
meaningful and fulfilling quality
of life. LTCT
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ALTERNATIVE THERAPY

Medicinal cannabis in long-term care
An alternative to traditional therapies

I

t was in 2017 when Dr. Blake Pearson and the team at
Steeves and Rozema’s Trillium Villa began exploring
the use of medicinal cannabis in long-term care. Their
intent was to examine the efficacy of replacing more
traditional medications (e.g., opioids, antipsychotics,
and antidepressants) with cannabinoid medicines and,
in doing so, clear the way for their safe and responsible
administration in long-term care environments.
“As a family physician, I was starting to see some good
results when prescribing cannabinoid-based medications
to our senior population,” recalls Dr. Pearson, who
specializes in cannabinoid consultation for seniors and
provides advanced training to other practitioners through
his educational firm, Greenly Health. “That’s when I started
talking with local colleagues from Trillium Villa who said
that if we were seeing good success in the outpatient
setting, why not see if residents in long-term care could
benefit as well?”
Those colleagues included Kelly Batson, Trillium Villa’s
Resident Care Manager, and Dr. John O’Mahony, the
home’s attending physician. Alongside Dr. Pearson, they
began the process of introducing oil-based cannabinoid

16
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medicine to residents within the Sarnia-based home
who were not having optimal results with their
traditional therapies.
“When Dr. O’Mahony first put us in touch with Dr.
Pearson, the goal was to introduce an alternative, multimodal therapy that would not only reduce the use of
pain medications and antipsychotics, but deliver better
outcomes overall for a small population of people who
were not having success on their current treatments,”
says Batson.

Overcoming stigma

Introducing cannabinoid-based medication to Trillium Villa
was no overnight initiative. Aware of the lingering stigmas
around cannabis, and the resulting need for stronger
awareness and education, Dr. Pearson and the team
began by consulting with the home’s staff and residents to
address their questions and reservations.
“We started with simply exploring how our registered team
members felt about cannabinoid therapy because it was
really important to ensure that they felt comfortable
with this approach and that there would be minimal

ALTERNATIVE THERAPY

push-back,” recalls Batson. “Our goal was to talk about the
potential benefits this treatment posed to residents who
weren’t having optimal results, and how we needed to try
something different.”

Now, adds Batson, “Families and residents are actually
seeking Dr. Pearson out because they see the positive
results of the cannabinoid medicine in this
particular setting.”

Next, Batson adds, the team consulted on how the
cannabis oil would be administered and how the results
would be monitored. “We measured it and handled it like
it was a narcotic, which made everyone feel comfortable.
From there, we began administering and tracking the
data that long-term care normally would track using
the MDS (Minimum Data Set) tool, pain scores,
DOS (Dementia Observation System) tracking, and
different assessment tools.”

Common questions

This calculated approach helped position cannabis as
a viable – and in many cases, preferred – treatment
alternative for Trillium Villa’s residents. It also went a long
way towards boosting engagement among staff
and residents.

As for how it may be administered, there are options. For
some, the solution may be to mix cannabis oil in with a
resident’s foods (e.g., applesauce), while others may prefer
to ingest the oil by itself. As for the dosing, Dr. Pearson
explains, “Many of our residents are on a CBD (cannabidiol)
dominant preparation and we have the ability to dose to
the milligram for the residents.”

“It grew organically from there,” says Dr. Pearson. “By
going through that process, establishing our policies and
procedures, and working with people like Dr. O’Mahony
and myself who had experience with this medication, we
were able to get everyone on board.”

According to Dr. Pearson, one the most common
questions about cannabinoid medicine is simply how to
determine when it can (and should) be given to residents.
“It’s important to be realistic about cannabinoid-based
medication because it doesn’t work for everybody. It’s a
medication, and like any medication, there has to be a solid
justification, whether you’re using it to address chronic
pain, anxiety, or other related issues.”

It’s also common for families to have concerns about the
side effects. But according to the team, there are a number
of positive, unintended consequences. “We’ve seen it help
some of our residents with dementia regain their appetite
and get a good night’s sleep,” says Batson. “That is a lovely
thing to see, and it’s led to staff actually coming to me or
Dr. Pearson with requests to try it with other patients.”

Measuring success
As with all care and pain management initiatives, it’s the
results that count. To that end, the team at Trillium Villa
have used several measures to quantify success. However,
one of the more compelling arguments for the use of
cannabis has been its role in reducing residents’ reliance
on more potent alternatives.
“A lot of families are interested in cannabis medication
because of its potential to get their loved ones off of
opiates or antipsychotics,” says Batson. “As they and the
residents themselves become more educated about
cannabis alternatives, they’re the ones really leading
the charge.”
“For the last 50 or 60 years, cannabis was viewed as a bad
thing, and as physicians, we didn’t learn about cannabinoid
medicines in medical school,” says Dr. Pearson. “Many of
us don’t have that initial knowledge base to work with,
but as the body of evidence continues to grow, more
practitioners are interested in learning about this
emerging therapeutic.”
Dr. Pearson adds: “Cannabinoid medicine is a natural fit for
long-term care given the diagnoses it’s able to treat. I’m
looking forward to continuing to share my learnings with
physicians across Ontario and training homes to institute
policies and processes to be able to offer this therapy to
their patients.” LTCT
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Dementia care
Re-thinking ‘secure’ areas

W

hat does it truly mean
to keep residents with
dementia “secure”?

“For a long time now, we’ve focused
on ‘securing’ residents with dementia
in separate, locked-down units
where they are thought to be safer
and creating less of a disturbance to
other residents,” says Dr. Allen Power,
Schlegel Chair in Aging and Dementia
Innovation at the Schlegel-UW
Research Institute for Aging.
In truth, continues Power, there
is lack of substantial evidence to
suggest these locked units provide a
better quality of care. In fact, Power
suggests that doing so runs counter
to what people with dementia truly
require when it comes to living in both
physically and psychological
“safe” environments.

idea of building separate sections
to house everybody doesn’t make
practical sense.”

While the practice of restricting
residents with dementia to specialized
areas may have come from a genuine
desire to keep them safe, it is worth
exploring if these environments
are doing more harm than good.
Moreover, adds Dr. Power, the
practice of separating any group of
people evokes both social and
practical considerations.

Defining security

“To me, the most important
philosophical argument is the human
rights argument that, other than
convicted felons, there’s no other
group of people that we’re saying
can’t live with the rest of us. With our
aging population and the resulting
boom in the number of people who
are going to develop dementia, the

“The challenge begins with
re-evaluating what we mean by
‘security,’” offers Luth. “For many
years, that word has meant keeping
residents with dementia physically
safe from leaving, but there is the
argument that we’re doing so at the
expense of emotional security, social,
and psychological security.”

Long-term care professionals are
challenging the concept of “security”
when it comes to providing the
best possible care for residents with
dementia. That includes Heather Luth,
Dementia Program Coordinator with
Schlegel Villages, who is working
alongside Dr. Power to revisit
traditional care strategies.

“The challenge begins with
re-evaluating what we mean by
‘security.’ For many years, that word
has meant keeping residents with
dementia physically safe from leaving,
but there is the argument that
we’re doing so at the expense of
emotional security”
Heather Luth, Schlegel Villages
20
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One reason residents living with
dementia might be barred access to
other areas of the home is that they
are considered “exit seekers” and, as
such, must have passages to other
areas and outside locations restricted
to keep them from possible harm.
This may address the safety issue
on the surface, says Luth, but these
actions also serve to marginalize a
population. “When we have an entire
area designated as ‘secure,’ there is a
risk of painting all of its residents with
one brush. We stop seeing people as
capable individuals, and we take the
focus away from finding ways to keep
them secure while respecting
their autonomy.”
Dr. Power adds there is value in
addressing why residents with
dementia may be exit-seeking. “It’s
normal to be able to walk freely;
we do it every single day. What is

“To me, the most important philosophical argument is the human
rights argument that, other than
convicted felons, there’s no other
group of people that we’re saying
can’t live with the rest of us”
Dr. Allen Power, Schlegel-UW
Research Institute for Aging

PERSON-CENTRED CARE

abnormal is to put people in a place
where they can’t walk freely, where
we then blame them for wanting
to leave.”

Holistic security

There are several ways to secure
an area for the benefit of people
with dementia that don’t require
a lock and key. These involve
building stronger visual cues into
the physical environment that can
help residents find where they’re
going and feel more comfortable in
their environment. These could be
as simple as painting hallways and
doors different colours, clear signage,
architectural landmarks, or distinct
pieces of artwork or décor that help
distinguish one area or room from
the next.

empowered and supported to address
each resident’s needs individually.
“This is a significant shift because
it means moving away from an
institutional medical model to one
where we’re looking at the individual
as a whole in terms of their needs and
capabilities, and then creating spaces
that enhance their capability instead
of focus on their deficits,” says Luth.
Indeed, as the long-term care
sector learns more about what

keeps residents with dementia
engaged and comfortable within
their environments, it’s incumbent
on homes to re-think how they are
promoting their residents’ physical and
emotional security.
“It really is a paradigm change,” says
Dr. Power. “It’s about understanding
why a resident is not living well and
adjusting our world around their
needs, instead of expecting them to fit
into our system of care.” LTCT

At the same time, creating a ‘secure’
environment is also about helping
residents feel engaged and safe within
their environments. That means
ensuring they recognize the staff
who are helping them change or
bathe, giving them choice and control
throughout their day, and providing
programming that interests and
engages their individual passions
and needs.
Certainly, securing an area is less
about preventing residents from
leaving as it is about giving them
reasons to stay. That’s not to say there
aren’t physical measures to care for
those residents with more persistent
exit-seeking safety concerns, says
Luth, but this is where unobtrusive
alarm bracelets and door sensors can
be used to keep track of residents
without restricting their movement.
“The whole idea is to do things that
contribute to people’s sense of
security and autonomy,” says Luth.
“When you help people navigate their
space independently and make their
own choices, that’s when you begin
enhancing their sense of comfort
within their space and managing
those ‘exit-seeking’ tendencies.”

Changing the culture

The topic of providing true security for
residents with dementia is complex
and ongoing. It’s also one that
requires a top-down culture change
in which long-term care staff are
www.oltca.com
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A palliative approach
Communicating at the end of life in long-term care

T

here is growing recognition that
a palliative care approach can
improve the quality of life for residents
living in long-term care homes and
that there is use for it outside of
hospice and hospital settings.
“When we think about palliative care,
we typically only think about the last
few weeks of someone’s life,” says
Dr. Shelly Crick, Knowledge and
Education Specialist with the Ontario
Centres for Learning, Research and
Innovation in Long-Term Care (CLRI)
at Bruyère. “By doing that, though,
we overlook a whole period of time
where we, as caregivers, could be
building relationships, supporting
family members, and helping residents
navigate difficult decisions
and conversations.”
This perspective is the driving
force behind the Ontario CLRI’s
Communication at End-of-Life (CEoL)
program. This training and awareness
initiative helps long-term care team
members explore hospice palliative
care approaches within their homes.
The ultimate goal is to support
residents at end-of-life and ensure that
their physical, emotional, and spiritual
needs are being met for weeks, or
even months, before a resident dies.
“We really miss an opportunity to help
residents shape their own experience
in that time leading up to the end of
their life,” adds Crick. “Granted, the
care in the last few days of life is very
important, but there’s also a benefit
to following a hospice palliative care

24
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approach in an extended period at
the end of life because it ensures that
we meet the resident’s physical and
emotional needs.”

Making the journey

The hospice palliative care approach
takes into account a person’s needs
and wants for end-of-life care well
before they move into the last days of
their life. Implementing this approach
in long-term care requires ongoing
consultations with residents and their
families to determine their wishes,
as well as support and resources
for long-term care team members
who have these often-difficult
conversations.
“It is a culture change,” says Crick.
“And one of the ways to support that
change is by giving long-term care
team members time and a
safe forum to explore their own
beliefs about death and dying,
share their experiences, and
confront misconceptions about
end-of-life care.”
Team members who engage in the
CEoL program must be just as ready
to navigate this emotional transition
if they are to help residents and their
loved ones do the same, Crick says.
“If you allow your own attitudes and
beliefs to affect how you give care
to someone, it will have a potentially
negative effect on that person you’re
trying to care for. That’s why a large
part of the program is aimed at
helping people work through attitudes
and beliefs, develop a stronger
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awareness about end-of-life care, and
build meaningful relationships with
residents and their families.”
A hospice palliative care approach
is an ongoing and adaptive process.
Residents’ needs, desires, and
limitations will change over time, Crick
says, so it’s important to re-engage
with them and their loved ones
regularly to monitor their needs and
wishes and make sure that all agree.
“This is an inclusive approach where
family members or team members
in the long-term care home have an
opportunity to contribute to these
conversations,” explains Crick.

Learning from experience

The CLRI’s End-of-Life program was
launched in 2017 to provide training
and resources for long-term care
homes interested in embedding
hospice palliative care approaches
into the care of residents. The
program is structured as a series of
workshops that equip team members
with the insights, tools, and support to
accommodate those needs in a longterm care environment. Participants
also explore both the emotional and
psychosocial needs of individuals
approaching end-of-life care.
“The philosophy is to move beyond
focusing only on physical care
at end-of-life and really get into
the emotional comfort and the
psychological well-being of a person
who is at the end of their life,” explains
Crick. “It’s about determining their
needs in terms of psychological

PALLIATIVE CARE

Participants in the Communication at End-of-Life program are encouraged to work through
their own attitudes around death in order to better support residents and their families

support to help them face their death
and then helping resident and families
living in long-term care homes
achieve the experience of a
good death.”
The Ontario CLRI webpage provides
several specific resources related to
the CEoL program. These bilingual
resources are available to anyone,
anywhere. Crick is hopeful people will
download the material and use it to
make a difference in the sector and
continue the good work some are
already doing.
“By pursuing a hospice palliative care
approach there’s a real opportunity to
continue that good work and support
teams in effecting a culture change,”
says Crick. “It will lead to more of
those ‘hand-on-heart moments,’ when
team members in the long-term care
home can feel they have made a
difference to residents and families at
the end of life.” LTCT
For more information on the Ontario
CLRI Communication at End-of-Life
program, visit clri-ltc.ca/ceol.
www.oltca.com
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Sienna’s Project CARE
Transforming the long-term care
nursing model

A

transformative project is
underway in Sienna Senior
Living long-term care
communities. The project – Creating
Active Resident Engagement, or
“CARE” – structures and organizes
care teams in a collaborative model
to support residents and families to be
more involved in the circle of care.

•	Create an interprofessional resident
home area/neighbourhood
approach to care;

Currently, the model throughout the
long-term care sector is one in which
the Director of Care (DOC) is not
only responsible for oversight of all
nursing and care activities, but also
manages significant human resources
administration along with resident and
family concerns. This often results in
significant pressure and high turnover.
“We consulted with and learned
from our sector partners, as well as
collaborated with our own team to
design the new model,” says Philippa
Welch, Vice President, Operational
Effectiveness, Sienna Senior Living.

•	Empowerment and engagement of
team members; and

With the goal of enhancing the team
member and resident experiences,
Sienna’s new nursing model has
five cornerstones:

•	Fairly balance workload
across shifts;
•	Minimize process fragmentation
(by creating bundles of tasks);

•	Focus senior nursing team
members on key activities.
Project CARE shifts day-to-day
resident and family relations tasks
to a new role, the Resident & Family
Experience Coordinator, and the
administrative support for team
members to the new Team Member
Coordinator role. These shifts support
the DOC in focusing on leadership
and mentoring of the nursing team as
well as their expertise in care.
Corinna Tam, Director of Care
at Camilla Care Community in
Mississauga, shares that the most

valuable part of the project has been
the RACI model, which outlines
which team member is Responsible,
Accountable, Consulted or Informed.
“It used to be that the Director of
Care and nursing team had to make
the majority of decisions,” says Tam,
“but the model empowers other team
members to know what they can take
ownership of, and when to reach out
for help.”

More balance
The project also shifts the reporting
structure of personal support workers
(PSWs) to Associate Directors of
Care (ADOCs), while nurses continue
to report to Directors of Care. This
change balances the workload,
ensures availability of management
support to frontline team members,
and creates leadership and growth
opportunities for the ADOC role.
“There is now much more support
for PSWs,” says Liesel Tan-Aguila, an
Associate Director of Care at Camilla.
“We are able to provide in-themoment coaching and support during
challenging or busy times.”
The new model is in place at Sienna’s
Case Manor, Streetsville and Camilla
Care Communities, with a positive
response. Key benefits found by
both the project team and team
members include:
•	Care team members now see
opportunities for growth into the
RFC, ADOC, and DOC roles.
•	DOCs report being better able to
provide leadership and support to
care teams.

Introducing the Newest
Height Adjustable Salon Sink
Sleek New Design
Electric Powered Lift
14” of Vertical Adjustment

A PROVEN AND TRUSTED DESIGN - MADE BETTER
www.adjustasink.com | (866) 938-4608
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•	Team members feel that the
workload is fairly balanced across
shifts, and that this new model is
sustainable with proper resources in
place to reference regularly.
•	The resident home area/
neighbourhood model supports
collaboration and accountability
across interprofessional teams.
•	The introduction of the RFC role
has strengthened relationships
between residents, families, and the
care teams.

MODELS OF CARE

Housekeeping aide Russel Nepuscua
works on Camilla’s fourth floor.
“Our jobs have all improved with the
neighbourhood model. We work
together to ensure the resident comes
first,” she says.
Sylwia Klimek, fourth floor Associate
Director of Care, moved her office
into the home area to support the
neighbourhood atmosphere, a
seemingly small change with a big
impact. “I am closer to the team and
residents, and just being there allows
us to work together collaboratively
and creatively,” she says. “We have
all embraced new opportunities,
especially PSWs, who know that they
are important contributors to our
shared success.” LTCT

(Left to right) Evelyn Obligacion RN; Sylwia Klimek, ADOC, and Russel Nepuscua,
Housekeeping Aide, work in collaboration on the fourth floor home area.
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RESIDENT CARE

Culture change
Making the shift to person-centred care:
empowering staff to do what’s best

T

he path from an institutional model to residentcentred care is rarely straightforward. Making
the shift takes education, self-reflection, and a
commitment from all stakeholders to stay the course.
The team at Revera’s Beacon Hill Lodge Long Term Care
Home is among those who are making the journey. And,
like many of those who made the transition before them,
their story reflects the challenges of uniting a diverse
population of staff and residents towards a more agile and
personalized resident care approach.
“We started planting seeds for resident-centred care as
far back as 2014, but it wasn’t until recently that Tara-Lee
Yakielashek and the team at Beacon Hill took it to a whole
new level,” says Matthew Braun, Regional Manager of
Education & Resident Services for Revera.
For Yakielashek and her colleagues, the first step towards
a culture change was mapping the way ahead. “We
recognized from the start that we weren’t experts in this
field and that we needed to do our homework,” recalls
Yakielashek. “We also realized that we needed to get
employees at all levels on board and working together to
make this work for our unique resident population and
care team.”
One of the first steps was to hold numerous training
and awareness sessions with all team members who
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had regular interactions with residents within their
areas (such as care workers, kitchen staff, laundry staff,
etc.). Together, the participants defined what residentcentred care would look like from both resident and staff
perspectives, discussed strategies to reach those ideal
states, gathered other feedback from staff, and began to
equip everyone with tools and resources to embark on
their transformation.
“To move to a person-centred paradigm, your team needs
to know what that model of care looks like and compare
it to what the home is doing currently,” says Braun. “Once
everyone knows what needs to be done, that’s when you
empower them to take those steps, begin breaking down
those traditional department silos, and [become] part of
the change.”
Certainly, says Yakielashek, these upfront conversations
were fundamental to setting team goals and expectations.
“Our goal was to make these brainstorming sessions fun
and interactive, but at the same time thought-provoking
and safe. We wanted to be open about the realities of the
changes required to make things better for the future and
allow them to have open, honest conversations.”

Empowering the team

Resident-centred care pivots on employees’ ability
(and willingness) to make decisions for their residents
without fear of running afoul of their superiors. As such,

Advertorial
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empowering Beacon Hill’s staff to
make such decisions throughout their
day was critical.
“To make a culture change like
this, staff need to know that they’re
supported and trusted to make
choices that are in the best interest
of their residents,” says Yakielashek.
“They need to know that it’s OK to
make mistakes because it means
they’ll learn something.”

At the same time, adds Yakielashek,
there are staff who may feel uneasy
making these decisions. This is
where education and continued
encouragement can raise
their confidence.
Of course, balancing resident wishes
against best practices and long-term
care requirements can be tricky.
As such, it was also important that
Beacon Hill staff knew they would be

supported with the right resources
and guidance to help them make the
most informed decisions.

Keeping momentum

The shift to resident-centred
care does not happen overnight,
says Braun. Rather, it is a process
that requires constant nurturing,
monitoring and open communication.
“You have to be willing to accept
that this is a never-ending process,”
explains Braun. “It’s not something
where you can simply have a
couple of training sessions and
send everyone on their way. It’s an
approach that’s always changing – an
ongoing journey in which you have to
constantly remind yourself to stay the
course and let the employees evolve
their level of interest and engagement
at their own pace.”
To keep the momentum going,
Beacon Hill formed Quality of Life
teams to help share new ideas,
success stories, and advice between
areas in the home. The home also
measures residents’ satisfaction
through surveys, assessments, and
consultations with their loved ones.
“We measure everything we can
so that we know we’re on the right
track,” says Yakielashek. “You’re going
to have good days, and you’re going
to have bad days. The key is to keep
monitoring where you can and check
in with everyone to ensure you’re on
the right track.”

To each their own

There is no cookie-cutter game plan
for adopting a resident-centred care
model. Each home’s journey must
cater to its own residents, staff and
individual circumstances. And while it
can be a challenge, making an effort
can elicit benefits for all.
With parting words of wisdom from
Beacon Hill’s experience, Yakielashek
adds, “What I like to say to staff is to
think about what they will want when
they’re in long-term care. How would
you like to be treated? What will you
need? How can we get ready for you?
The answers to those questions will
point the way ahead.” LTCT
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TRANSITION

Easing the
transition
from home to
long-term care
A new program familiarizes
residents before they move in

M

oving into long-term care can be an extraordinarily
stressful time for new residents, particularly if
they have dementia. It’s also a high-risk time for
escalated responsive behaviours, as the person can be
confused and even frightened in their new surroundings,
while staff are not yet familiar with how to help them.
It doesn’t have to be this way, says Mark Dager, Acting
Director and Lead of Woodingford Lodge’s new Family
Transition Program. “We need to look at it from their point
of view,” he says. “Many people with dementia have been
living a quiet life at home with a spouse or adult children
taking care of their needs. When they are finally admitted
to long-term care, from their perspective they are suddenly
deprived of the regular presence of one or two people
who have been the centre of their world, and are thrust
into an unfamiliar communal setting.”
The Family Transition Program was designed to help
people on the long-term care wait list and their caregivers
become accustomed to a long-term care environment
before they move in. People on the regional wait list are
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sent a letter, offering them an opportunity to come for
coffee, meals, and programs, and to chat with staff.
“Caregivers have a lot of questions about dementia, about
how to handle challenges they’re having at home, and
about what will happen in long-term care,” says Dager.
“Their family doctor or home care staff may not have the
specialized knowledge or the time to help, and they need
that support.”
While these conversations can take place with any staff
they meet within the program, a social worker who is
part of the program will also help them to connect with
services they need and navigate the system. Sometimes
caregivers have been isolated and struggling to cope, and
the Family Transition Program is a lifeline that can help to
prevent a crisis situation for both the person with dementia
and their caregiver.
The majority of the participants in the program at the
moment are older couples. While some can only come
by once a month, others visit several times a week for a

NATIONAL INTEREST
In August, the Family Transition Program
was accepted to be a part of the 2019-20
prestigious SPARK mentorship program
and is receiving support from the Mental
Health Coalition of Canada. The program
is receiving mentorship for one year
from renowned researchers to help them
enhance the project on a national level.

TRANSITION

coffee, a meal, and to participate in a program such as
games or dancing. Several family members told Dager they
had stopped going out publicly because it had become too
difficult, and the ability to dine out, participate in programs,
and socialize with others brought them treasured moments
of reconnection.
These visits are also an opportunity for staff to get to know
the resident’s personality and preferences in advance of
long-term care admission. This helps ease the stress for all
involved when the call comes that a long-term care bed is
available and it’s time to make the move.
The Family Transition Program is open to anyone in the
region who needs support, not just those who plan to
move into Woodingford Lodge, one of Oxford County’s
municipal homes. When one of the program participants
is admitted into another long-term care home, the Family
Transition Team will be involved in the transition if the
family would like the support, helping the other home
to learn about the new resident’s preferences within a
long-term care environment. With the resident and family’s
permission, a Family Transition Program chart is shared
with the new long-term care home.
“Knowing as much as possible about the person’s likes,
dislikes, and responsive behaviours is tremendously

important for a smooth transition into long-term care,”
says Dager. “The pressure on families to accept a longterm care bed immediately when it comes available, and
then move quickly into a home, does not set residents
and families up for success. Both the future resident and
their caregiver need support for a gradual and seamless
transition, which is what the Family Transition
Program provides.”
Early results show that residents who have been through
the program have reduced stress, depression, and
responsive behaviours often associated with transitioning
into a new environment and adjusting to living in a longterm care home. Caregivers also report lower rates of
distress and burnout.
Funding for the Family Transition Program, provided
by the Homelessness Prevention Initiative, is used to
backfill staff who participate in the program. Based on the
program’s initial success, Oxford County has approached
the provincial government about continuing funding for
the Woodingford Lodge program, and also to fund the
program province-wide. LTCT
For more information, contact Mark Dager at
519-421-5557 ext. 2004 or mdager@oxfordcounty.ca.
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ASK THE EXPERT

Deborah Bakti

Mel Barsky

Q. W
 e’re trying to improve the transition

process for new residents and families in our
home. What’s the number one thing we can
do to make it better?

If you can reset admission day so that the new resident
and family see, hear, and feel your empathy, you’ll make
the transition easier for them as well as for your staff – and
you’ll lay the foundation for a trusting relationship going
forward.
I speak from experience. I was an executive at one of the
major LTC providers in the province when my husband was
diagnosed with a degenerative and incurable disease, and
within a few years needed long-term care. Even though I
worked in the sector and understood seniors’ care from
a business perspective, I was going in blind as a resident’s
wife.
Most families are going in unprepared, not really knowing
how to play the “family member” role, what to anticipate
or what is expected of them. They’re often exhausted and
emotionally spent after months or years of trying to cope
at home. I believe it’s imperative to help them step into
the new role of “LTC family member” with empathy and
education so that there is a better opportunity to have
healthy relationships and connection from the start.
40
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After all, when we start a new job, there is usually an
onboarding process – an orientation and “Here’s how
things work around here.” If you can help them with
empathy – saying that you know they have a lot of mixed
emotions, and that you have some information to help
them – that will go a long way.

Assume that the family you’re
meeting will remember the
feelings of this day forever, based
on the experience you create for
them. There is more power than
you may realize in your presence
Take a deep breath before you meet with the family, and let
go of any frustration or distraction that has built up in your
day. Think about the experience from their perspective.
Before you get into the questions, slow down and invest
some time to ask them about how they’re doing, and truly
listen to their story. This is more than just kindness; it builds
trust with families who in all likelihood have felt treated like
a number through their years in the health care system.
I know I can still remember my husband’s admission
day, almost nine years later, because of the way it felt so
transactional. We were just something that needed to

ASK THE EXPERT

get done that day, an interruption in their busy schedule.
I knew the sector and I understood where they were
coming from. I knew the barrage of questions they were
asking was part of the process, and the questions were
required by the Ministry. But that day I was an exhausted
and grieving wife with a lot of mixed feelings and desperate
for someone to just “see” us.
Long-term care is an exceptionally busy environment. You
are faced with competing priorities and you consistently
scramble to stay one step ahead of a potential mess. Too
many tasks, not enough time. But the people coming into
your long-term care home are unaware of the kind of day
you or the other team members are having. They are quite
likely hoping for some reassurance that they’ve made the
right decision for their loved one by coming to your home.
Assume that the family you’re meeting will remember the
feelings of this day forever, based on the experience you
create for them. There is more power than you may realize
in your presence. Help families to feel heard and seen, and
that they’ve made the right choice. Your team will reap
the benefits.
- Deborah Bakti provides seniors’ care consulting and
training through her company THINK Breakthrough Inc.
and is the author of Recipe for Empathy: Six Strategies to
Transform Your Families into Fans in Seniors’ Care.
Learn more at deborahbakti.com.

Q. Innovation is a popular term these days,

and is applied to a wide range of programs,
products, and technologies. When I’m talking
to my team, how do I explain what it means to
be innovative in long-term care?

What do we really mean when we say we’re committed
to innovation? “Innovation” is not just a buzzword; it’s
an important organizational value that can play into our
everyday professional lives. At its core, innovation is the
willingness to try something new.
In a long-term care setting, a great way to build a culture
of innovation is to encourage your team members to voice
their ideas and insights – and to make sure their thoughts
are taken seriously. Sometimes the best ideas come from
non-traditional places.
Frontline care workers have an especially deep
understanding of the needs of people living in
long-term care. Though they may not fit the mold of
the traditional “innovator,” in a supportive environment
the suggestions of motivated frontline care staff can
positively impact residents, families, staff, and sometimes
the entire organization.
At the Centre for Aging + Brain Health Innovation (CABHI),
we recognize that frontline care workers may not have
the tools on hand to develop their early-stage idea into
practical reality. Through our Spark program, CABHI

Carefoam has been helping staff solve
Long Term Care seating challenges for
over 14 years.
Our chairs safely seat non-ambulatory residents that require
accommodation for positioning, and to reduce injury from
uncontrolled movements or dementia related agitation.
Check the chairs out at www.carefoam.com

Contact us for more information or to arrange
for a demonstration and evaluation.

canadasales@carefoam.com
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provides those individuals with project funding, as well
as specialized acceleration services (such as business
development, marketing, and knowledge mobilization,
among others) that help them bring their ideas to life.
CABHI also provides them with access to its global
networks of partners, including distribution channels,
science and business advisors, and funders.

Building a culture of
innovation doesn’t need to
involve technology at all
It’s also important to work alongside your team to envision
how their ideas can be practically implemented. Adoption
remains one of the biggest barriers to innovation – even
the best ideas can get stuck if organizations do not have
the capacity to take up something new and put it
into practice.
This past year, CABHI collaborated with the Seniors Quality
Leap Initiative (SQLI), a group of 16 leading long-term
care organizations across North America, to establish an
Early Adoption Initiative. The Initiative was designed to
facilitate the adoption of CABHI-supported innovations into
SQLI member organizations, while also creating a space
in which all partners gain a fuller understanding of what

does and doesn’t work when it comes to adopting new
innovations. Organizations benefited from the opportunity
to enhance their comfort and capacity to actively
implement the innovations.
A flashy piece of technology can be innovative, but
building a culture of innovation doesn’t need to involve
technology at all. It can be as straightforward as expanding
our own horizons of who we turn to for valuable ideas, and
how we commit to seeing these ideas through. LTCT
- Mel Barsky is Director, Business Development at the
Centre for Aging + Brain Health Innovation (CABHI). The
Centre for Aging + Brain Health Innovation, powered
by Baycrest, is a solution accelerator driving innovation
in the longevity sector to improve the lives of seniors
worldwide. Interested in collaborating?
Get in touch at info@cabhi.com.

Ask the Expert is generously sponsored by
Arjo Canada, Cardinal Health Canada, and
Essity Canada, the Corporate Alliance Partners of
the Ontario Long Term Care Association. The opinions and information contained in Ask the Expert
are solely those of the author(s) and not reviewed
or endorsed by the sponsors.

Manufacturer of

HYGIENE CARE and
PATIENT HANDLING
SOLUTIONS
Quality – Reliability – Innovation
Service and installation

1-800-442-2246

ConfortMedic.ca
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Hey, good-lookin’!
Finally, a nurse call system that’s SMART and easy on the eyes.

Introducing the DUKANE®

HC7000 Nurse Call System
by CareHawk®

 Designed for long term care and
assisted living facilities
 Canadian made and supported
 Industry leading 5-year warranty

Acute care
features without
the high price tag
•
•
•

Learn more at carehawk.com/oltca

12+ voice and tone
stations
Detailed activity
reporting
Audio in lavatory

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presence
Reminders
Room status
Comfort rounding
Paging
1/4” call cord and
aux jacks
Mobile phone
integration
and more...

STUDY
PART-TIME
and ONLINE

Georgian College offers programs with flexible delivery to
accommodate busy lives, balance work, family and finances.
• Online Recreation and Leisure
Services diploma
• Practical Nursing diploma
• Personal Support Worker certificate

• Food and Nutrition Management
graduate certificate
• Therapeutic Recreation
graduate certificate

INQUIRE TODAY!
705.722.5149
GeorgianCollege.ca/pthealth

This is Long Term Care 2019
Transforming Aging Together

The Ontario Long Term Care Association’s premier
fall conference, This is Long Term Care 2019:
Transforming Aging Together, was held in partnership
with the Global Ageing Network, bringing together
best practices and ideas from around the world for
professionals and consumers of long-term care and
aging services.
With a primary focus on research, quality, and
innovation, this year’s conference provided an
unparalleled opportunity for attendees, including
senior policy-makers, researchers and innovators, to
learn more about global best practices and emerging
ideas, helping to enhance quality of care and quality
of life for residents.

This is Long Term Care 2019 was held September
17-19 in Toronto, featuring both global and local
perspectives on workforce challenges, technology
and aging, and LTC design, just to highlight a few. In
the evening, OLTCA’s annual Awards Gala paid tribute
to dedicated and caring long-term care staff who
have been change agents in their homes and in the
lives of their residents.
Conference attendees walked away with new
knowledge of best practice programs, inspirational
ideas, and practical tools, as well as new partnerships
forged, both locally and abroad.
Want to know more? Contact us at info@oltca.com
and join the mailing list for conference updates.

Board Chair
Dan Kaniuk,
Hon. Merrilee
Fullerton,
Ontario Minister
of Long-Term
Care, and
OLTCA CEO
Donna Duncan
at This is Long
Term Care 2019.

This is Long Term Care sessions aim to be both
informative and engaging, providing delegates with a
memorable experience.
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The Exhibit Hall offered multiple opportunities for conversations,
activities, and giveaways, making it the go-to place for delegates.

THIS IS LONG TERM CARE 2019

The much anticipated Innovators’ Den, modelled after TV’s
Dragons’ Den, features long-term care leaders asking tough
questions as the “dragons.”

The Association’s
annual awards
program,
nicknamed
“the Oscars
of long-term
care” honours
the dedicated,
caring, and
professional staff
and commercial
members who
are making a
difference.

The Ontario Long Term Care Association’s three Corporate Alliance Partners (Arjo, Cardinal Health, and Essity) and Strategic Alliance Partner
(Centre for Aging + Brain Health Innovation) provide additional support to the Association and its membership.
www.oltca.com
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Canada’s largest long-term care & retirement community convention

March 30 - April 1, 2020
Toronto Congress Centre

REGISTRATION OPENS
Monday, December 9, 2019

OPENING KEYNOTE

Amanda Lindhout

Humanitarian, Best-Selling Author and Journalist
Amanda Lindhout is a Canadian humanitarian, bestselling author and journalist. On August 23, 2008,
she and members of her entourage were kidnapped
by Islamist insurgents in southern Somalia. She was
released 15 months later on November 25, 2009, and
has since embarked on a philanthropic career. In 2013,
she released the book, A House in the Sky: A Memoir, in
which she recounts her early life, travels as a young adult,
and hostage experience.
stay up-to-date

together-we-care.com

#TWC2020
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Promoting Health by Preventing Error.

Stop the risk of repetitive
strain injuries by using Manrex’s

Pill Crushers
Calm-Press®
Maximum force, minimum
effort... smooth and easy.

Silent Knight®
Crushes and grinds
at the same time!

Powdercrush®

Avoid workplace
related injuries with
Manrex’s height adjustable

From pills to powder with
the push of a button!

6” Adjustable Height

Adjustright Cart

Mention this ad
at time of ordering
and receive

250 OFF

$

your cart

tf 1.800.665.7652

fax 204.453.6350

sales@manrex.com

manrex.com

Your Partner in Elevating
the Standard for Care
| Professional expertise
| Leading-edge technology
| Customer Service Excellence

Visit www.classiccare.ca

LONG TERM CARE

TODAY
THE VOICE OF LONG TERM CARE

THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT IS INSERTED INTO THE PRINT
VERSION OF ONTARIO LONG TERM CARE, AND IS DISPLAYED AT THE
END OF THIS PUBLICATION FOR DIGITAL PURPOSES.

INSERTS ARE OFFERED TO YOU BY MEDIAEDGE PUBLISHING INC.
AS AN ADDITIONAL ADVERTISING OPTION.

mediaedgepublishing.com
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We Bring Joy to Life for Thousands
throughout North America!
NEW!
by WhisperGLIDE Swing Co., LLC

A RockerGLIDE Swing provides:

A RockerGLIDE Swing is:

❖ An ideal environment for socialization among
residents, families and friends, thus helping to
overcome loneliness and boredom.

❖ Designed to be transfer-friendly from a walker
or wheelchair – very low-profile platform and wellplaced handrails.

❖ A soothing gliding motion that calms the soul
and helps reduce anxiety.

❖ Engineered to be user-friendly in relocating it indoors
or outdoors, allowing it to be enjoyed year-round.

❖ An opportunity for family involvement by
doing a shared activity that is enjoyed by all.

❖ Compact in design which expands placement options.

❖ Year-round enjoyment by easily moving it
indoors and outdoors.

Call today! 1-800-944-7737
or check us out on our new website

www.whisperglide.com

❖ Engineered and constructed to provide maintenancefree enjoyment for more than 20 years.
❖ Shipped largely pre-assembled and can be
quickly enjoyed.
ENGINEERED TO LAST!

A Closer Look at RockerGLIDE Excellence!
E N G I N E E R E D
1. Whisper-Action
Components

T O

L A S T !

5. Vinyl Coating
The seats, armrests and table
handrails are covered in a durable
vinyl coating that provides added
comfort and protection.
The closed-cell vinyl is easy
to clean and is enhanced with
ultraviolet stabilizers to protect
against outdoor elements.

The hallmark of the RockerGLIDE
swing is the incredibly easy gliding
action. To ensure a super quiet and
smooth ride, 24 heavy-duty, stainless
steel sealed bearings are used.
The maintenance free bearings enable
one to easily glide with minimal effort
by gently pushing the table handrail
with your hands or by simply pushing
on the platform with your feet.

6. Cushions

2. Commercial Grade
Aluminum Construction
Safety, strength and durability are
the top priorities in our design.
Our specified heavy gauge
aluminum alloy provides
outstanding strength and its
non-rusting attribute is ideal
for use in extreme environments. The welds are completely
circumferential, running along the entire union joint of the
welded pieces. The aluminum tubing and welds
are backed by a 10 year warranty.

Constructed from premier Textilene vinyl coated polyester fabric,
which withstands fading, cracking and tearing, is well known for
its durability in continuous outdoor exposure. The fabric is also
engineered to be mildew resistant.
Solid stainless steel snaps securely
fasten the cushion to the glider.
Marine-grade, UV stable
nylon thread is used in the
construction of the cushion.

Optional weather
resistant cushion

Heavy-duty Fiberglass Table with
recessed cup/glass holders

Vinyl Coated Safety HandRail
provides assistance transferring

3. Stainless Steel
Our exclusive use of stainless steel fasteners gives
confidence for maximum corrosion resistance,
even in the most extreme environments.

4. Finishes
A state-of-the-art powder coat paint process is utilized to
provide a highly durable and long lasting finish. The multi-step
process applies the powder paint electrostatically and it
is then baked at over 400 degrees to secure the bond to the
aluminum, which creates a hard, scratch resistant surface.
The finish is warranted for 5 years against peeling,
cracking or blistering under normal conditions.
24 heavy-duty Stainless
Steel Sealed Ball Bearings

Brings Joy to All
& Makes Great Memories!
www.whisperglide.com

All aluminum components
are powdercoat painted

Stainless Ste

“We LOVE our RockerGLIDE!”

It’s About Improving Quality of Life
“ The Rocker GLIDE is a very cost-effective way
to reduce agitation, which is common in dementia.
Residents gravitate to this great gathering spot.
It is just plain fun! ”
--Sharon Claflin, Nurse Manager, Wealshire of Bloomington,
Bloomington, Minnesota

“ The Rocker GLIDE is a big hit here! We placed
it outside for the summer.
The glider is a great asset by giving residents a
comfortable place to socialize.
The rocking action is soothing and relaxing.
“I love to meet my friends by the swing!”
They line up every day. Due to its demand,
we sometimes have to put up a sign-up sheet,
just to make sure all get a turn!
They absolutely love it and are proud to show
it off to their visiting families.”
--Michael Lorenz, Housing Director
The Alton Memory Care, St. Paul, Minnesota

“ I Love the new RockerGLIDE!
The constant motion stimulates the cerebral
cortex, thereby increasing a person’s ability to focus
and concentrate, and assists them to relax.
Gliding can help decrease agitation. Constant
gliding motion helps those with pain, dementia of any
kind, and a number of other conditions. We are all
looking for ways to decrease psychoactive drugs, and
relieve pain. Gliding is an answer!! ”
--Sherrie Dornberger, RN,
GDCN, CADDCT, CDP, CDONA, FACDONA
NADONA*/ LTC Executive Director, Cincinnati, Ohio
(* National Assn. of Directors
of Nursing Administration/Long Term Care)

“ We transfer many of our
wheelchair users onto
the RockerGLIDE. All who
use it love the experience.
Their smiles tell the
whole story! ”
--Michelle Zieger Program Supervisor,
Midwest Special Services, A Training and
Day Care Center, St. Paul, Minnesota

Call today! 1-800-944-7737

Vinyl coated
Arm Rests,
and Seats
add comfort

Steel Fasteners

Skid-resistant surface
on Low-profile 1-inch
aluminum platform

Compact Size:
56-inch long
x 48-inch wide

RockerGLIDE brings joy to life one glider at a time!
EASE OF MOVING FROM
INDOORS TO OUTDOORS!

PRESORTED
STANDARD
U. S. POSTAGE

PAID

Easy to disassemble the seats and
table / floor handrail, and move
the glider from outdoors / indoors,
then re-assemble quickly.

Rochester, MN
Permit No. 4



P.O. Box 188, Mosinee, WI 54455

Just four-bolts to remove the table, and
eight-bolts per bench, makes this easy to
move inside or outside.

RockerGLIDE is Perfect for:
❖ Continuing Care Retirement Centers
❖ Assisted Living Communities
❖ Memory Care Centers
❖ Rehabilitation Centers for Adults & Children
❖ Veterans Homes and Hospitals
❖ Special Needs Group Homes & Daycare Centers
❖ Hospice and Palliative Care Centers & Homes
❖ Private Residences ❖ Gazebos ❖ Pergolas

The versatile RockerGLIDE Swing –
double your pleasure indoors or outdoors!
A safe, calming, cost-effective way to promote balance, reduce agitation, anxiety and
depression in a positive shared activity.
❖ Promotes socialization
❖ Reduces loneliness and boredom
❖ Quiet easy gliding action welcomes
all ability levels
❖ Transfer friendly from a mobility aid device
❖ VERY comfortable
❖ Excellent safety features
MADE IN U.S.A.
Manufactured Exclusively for
WhisperGLIDE at Crystal Finishing
Systems, Schofield, Wisconsin

© June. 2019, WhisperGLIDE Swing Co.

WGC-618E

JUNE 2019

❖ Enjoy indoors or outdoors
❖ Requires minimal floor space (48-in x 56-in)
❖ Easy to move glider from outdoors / indoors
❖ Swing will never rust
❖ Arrives mostly assembled – can be ready to
use in less than 30-minutes!
❖ Creates great memories
❖ Long lasting Warranty

Call today! 1-800-944-7737
Price Sheet & Cushion fabric colors are found at:

www.whisperglide.com

